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Samsung M8800 Pixon vs Nokia 6600 Slide: Amazing camera phones

Mobile phones are quite popular these days and it is seen that people get highly attracted towards this
gadget. Samsung and Nokia are the leading mobile brands, which offer high quality mobiles. These
desirable devices come with all phones features.

Nov. 21, 2008 - PRLog -- The Samsung M8800 Pixon and Nokia 6600 Slide, both are excellent devices,
which are packed with multi-functional features. The Samsung M8800 Pixon's key features are 3G HSDPA
technology, music Player, GPS receiver and A-GPS function, 200 MB plus microSD memory card option
for expansion up to 8 GB, 3.2 inches TFT 262K colour and an 8 megapixels camera. This handset has 121
grams of weight with 107.9 x 54.6 x 13.8 mm dimensions. It has 3.2 inches of screen size with 256K
colours. The TFT touchscreen has a resolution of 240 x 400 pixels with accelerometer sensor. The Pixon
has 200 MB of internal memory with a microSD (TransFlash) expandable memory card slot for external
memory expansion up to 8 GB. You can save more data with expandable memory like songs, messages,
photos and videos. This handset has 290 hours standby with up to 3 hours and 40 minutes of talktime,
respectively. It has quad bad technology, which supports the 2G and 3G networks.

http://www.additnow.co.uk/coming_soon.asp
http://www.additnow.co.uk/Phone_Deal.asp?Ph=Nokia--6600--...
http://www.additnow.co.uk/Phone_Deal.asp?Ph=Samsung--M880...

The M8800 has 8 megapixels camera with flash, panorama shot and face detection options. The autofocus
camera come with image stabiliser and image geo-tagging option. Its video camera supports MPEG4,
WMV, XviD, DivX, H.263 and H.264 formats. Other video capabilities are video recording in QVGA
mode, video clip, second camera and video call with picture wallpapers. This black colour device has a
music player, which supports MP3, WMA, eAAC+ and AMR formats. The music options are enhanced
with sound system, FM radio RDS, equaliser, polyphonic ringtones and MP3 ringtones. Users can easily
switch over to the FM radio with RDS, which allows you to listen to latest movie songs with rocking radio
jockeys. The easy and unique organiser features come with Phonebook, calendar, To Do List, clock, alarm,
calculator, voice dial, call log, handsfree speaker, document viewer, GPS receiver and A-GPS function.

In the Samsung M8800 Pixon VS Nokia 6600 Slide handsets, the Nokia 6600 slide comes with a simple yet
stunning slide opening mechanism. The black colour Nokia 6600 slide has 110 grams of weight with 90 x
45 x 14 mm dimensions. This sliding device has 2.2 inches of screen with 16 million colour. This TFT
QVGA screen is empowered with a resolution of 320 x 240 pixels..

The 6600 imaging features comes with 3.2 megapixels camera with 8x digital zoom. The double LED flash
allows you to capture appealing photos, even in dim light. The video recorder comes with VGA and QVGA
options. Whereas, the video player supports H.263 and 3GPP formats. Others video capabilities include
video streaming, Macromedia flash lite 3.0 and video call. The best memory option is it getting embedded
with 20 MB of memory with 512 MB microSD memory card. Its full charged battery gives 3 hours of
talktime with 240 hours of standby time. This handset connectivity features include 3G, Bluetooth,
microUSB and EDGE technologies. Whereas, this handset supports WAP 2.0, xHTML and Opera mini
enabled Internet browser. The Nokia 6600 slide music player supports MP3, MP4, AAC, eAAC+ and
WMA formats. The sound feature is equipped with FM radio, polyphonic/MP3/eAAC+/AAC and video
ringtones.

The 6600 slide messaging features comes with SMS or text messaging, MMS or multimedia messaging,
instant messaging with AOL, ICQ, Yahoo and MSN option, Email with attachments and Nokia Xpress
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audio messaging. The gaming option come with Java games and downloadable games. Its organiser options
include Phonebook, calendar, alarm, world clock, notes, converter, calculator, Nokia maps and tap
commands. This is a quad band technological device, which supports 2G and 3G networks. The Samsung
M8800 Pixon and Nokia 6600 Slide have many similar and different features. Thus, both are excellent
handsets available in the mobile market.

# # #

Additnow offers New Mobile Phones with Samsung M8800 Pixon and Nokia 6600 Slide on UK mobile
phone networks contract and deals.
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